Abstract. We consider smooth actions of totally disconnected groups on simplicial complexes and compare different equivariant cohomology groups associated to such actions. Our main result is that the bivariant equivariant cohomology theory introduced by Baum and Schneider can be described using equivariant periodic cyclic homology. This provides a new approach to the construction of Baum and Schneider as well as a computation of equivariant periodic cyclic homology for a natural class of examples. In addition we discuss the relation between cosheaf homology and equivariant Bredon homology. Since the theory of Baum and Schneider generalizes cosheaf homology we finally see that all these approaches to equivariant cohomology for totally disconnected groups are closely related.
Introduction
In this paper we compare different cohomology theories defined for smooth proper actions of totally disconnected groups on appropriate topological spaces. More precisely, we consider bivariant equivariant cohomology in the sense of Baum and Schneider [4] , equivariant periodic cyclic homology [19] , cosheaf homology [3] and equivariant Bredon homology [7] , [13] . Our main result explains the relation between the first two theories. Moreover, by the work of Baum and Schneider, cosheaf cohomology can be viewed as a special case of bivariant equivariant cohomology. We complete the picture by showing that equivariant Bredon homology is naturally isomorphic to cosheaf homology for proper actions on simplicial complexes. The approach of Baum and Schneider is based on sheaf theory and unifies several constructions which appeared previously in the literature. As already mentioned, it contains as a special case the cosheaf homology groups considered by Baum, Connes and Higson in connection with the Baum-Connes conjecture [3] . Moreover it covers a construction of Baum and Connes for discrete groups [2] . Equivariant Bredon homology is an equivariant generalization of cellular homology. It has been used by Lück to describe the rationalized left hand side of the assembly maps in Kand L-theory for discrete groups [13] . Finally, equivariant cyclic homology can be viewed as a noncommutative generalization of the equivariant de Rham cohomology of manifolds. The latter theory is different in nature to the previous ones since it is defined not only for spaces but also for possibly noncommutative algebras equipped with a group action. Its construction is based on an extension of the Cuntz-Quillen approach to cyclic homology. However, computations tend to be more difficult than in ordinary cyclic homology due to the fact that the basic ingredient in the theory is not a complex in the usual sense of homological algebra. In fact, our original motivation was to calculate equivariant periodic cyclic homology for some basic examples. Let us now describe in more detail the contents of this paper. In section 2 we review some facts about totally disconnected groups and smooth representations. We recall the concept of a covariant module which plays a central role in equivariant cyclic homology. In particular we discuss the decomposition of a covariant module into an elliptic part and a hyperbolic part in the case of totally disconnected groups. In section 3 we review the general construction of equivariant cyclic homology. Bivariant equivariant periodic cyclic homology HP G * (A, B) is defined for pairs of G-algebras A and B. We are interested in the case of certain algebras of smooth functions on simplicial complexes acted upon by a totally disconnected group G. The appropriate notion of a smooth function on a simplicial complex X is introduced in section 4 where we also study some properties of the resulting algebra C ∞ c (X) of smooth functions with compact support. Let us point out that simplicial complexes are a convenient choice of spaces for two reasons. On the one hand they are special enough to have a nice de Rham-theoretic description of their cohomology. On the other hand they are general enough to cover natural examples, most notably in connection with the Baum-Connes conjecture. In section 5 we review the definition of bivariant equivariant cohomology in the sense of Baum and Schneider. We study in particular the case of group actions on simplicial complexes and introduce the notion of a G-simplicial complex. Section 6 contains an equivariant version of the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg theorem. This theorem is an important ingredient in our main result which is formulated and proved in section 7. We show that there exists a natural isomorphism
if X and Y are finite dimensional locally finite G-simplicial complexes and X is proper. Here H * G denotes the theory of Baum and Schneider. A small variant of this result in the case of discrete groups acting on manifolds yields a description of the theory of Baum and Connes [2] in terms of equivariant cyclic homology. Finally, in section 8 we review the definitions of equivariant Bredon homology and cosheaf homology and show that these theories are naturally isomorphic on the category of G-simplicial complexes. This paper is based on the last chapter of my thesis [18] . I would like to thank J. Cuntz for his constant support and P. Schneider for some helpful comments.
Totally disconnected groups
Let G be locally compact and totally disconnected group. We call an element t ∈ G elliptic if it is contained in a compact subgroup. The set of all elliptic elements of G is denoted by G ell . It is known that G ell is a closed subset of G [21] . In contrast we shall say that an element t ∈ G is hyperbolic if it is not elliptic. Let G hyp be the set of all hyperbolic elements of G. Hence, according to these definitions, we obtain a disjoint union decomposition
of the space G. Throughout the paper we shall assume that G ell is the union of all compact open subgroups of G. In this case G hyp is again open and closed. We will refer to groups satisfying this condition simply as totally disconnected groups. If G acts properly on an affine Bruhat-Tits building then it is a totally disconnected group in this sense [11] . Other examples are of course all discrete groups. In connection with equivariant cyclic homology we work with smooth representations of totally disconnected groups on bornological vector spaces. For general information on bornological vector spaces and smooth representations of locally compact groups we refer to [14] , [15] .
Let us recall some basic facts concerning smooth representations and fix our notation. All bornological vector spaces in this paper are assumed to be convex and complete. A representation of a totally disconnected group G on a bornological vector space V is called smooth if the the stabilizers of small subsets in V are open subgroups of G. To avoid confusion we point out that t ∈ G is in the stabilizer of a subset S ⊂ V iff t · v = v for all v ∈ S. For instance, the trivial representation of G on any bornological vector space is a smooth representation. We will frequently also speak of G-modules instead of smooth representations. A bounded linear map f : M → N between G-modules is called equivariant if it commutes with the action of G. If G is a totally disconnected group we denote by D(G) the space of locally constant functions on G with compact support. This space is equipped with the fine bornology and elements of D(G) are also referred to as smooth functions on G with compact support. The left regular representation of G on D(G) given by
is a basic example of a smooth representation. Proof. Assume f ∈ D(G) is a nonzero element satisfying t · f = f . It suffices to consider the case that f is the characteristic function of some compact open subset K of G. In this case t · f = f just means t · K = K. Since K is compact there exists a natural number n such that t n ∈ H for some compact open subgroup H of G. We deduce that the closed subgroup generated by t is compact. This contradicts the assumption that t is hyperbolic. A bornological algebra is a bornological vector space A with an associative multiplication given as a bounded linear map A⊗A → A where⊗ denotes the completed bornological tensor product. Remark that we do not require the existence of a unit in a bornological algebra. A basic example of a bornological algebra is the Hecke algebra of a totally disconnected group G. It is obtained by equipping the space D(G) with the convolution product
where ds is a fixed left Haar measure on G. This algebra is unital iff the group G is discrete. We will denote the Hecke algebra of G again by D(G).
A module M over a bornological algebra A is called nondegenerate if the module action A⊗M → M is a bornological quotient map. We remark that the category of smooth representations of G is isomorphic to the category of nondegenerate D(G)-modules. A G-algebra is a bornological algebra A which is at the same time a G-module such that the multiplication A⊗A → A is equivariant. Here the tensor product A⊗A is equipped with the diagonal action as usual. A particular example of a G-algebra is the algebra K G which is defined as follows. As a bornological vector space we have
and the G-action is defined by
This algebra can be viewed as a dense subalgebra of the algebra of compact operators K(L 2 (G)) on the Hilbert space L 2 (G). Next we recall the definition of a covariant module. For more details we refer to [19] . Let O G be the space D(G) equipped with pointwise multiplication and the action of G by conjugation. A covariant module M is a smooth representation of G which is at the same time a nondegenerate O G -module. The G-module structure and the O G -module structure are required to be compatible in the sense that
for all s ∈ G, f ∈ O G and m ∈ M . A bounded linear map f : M → N between covariant modules is called covariant if it is O G -linear and equivariant. The category of covariant modules is denoted by G-Mod. Covariant modules are closely related to equivariant sheaves over the space G-space G with the adjoint action. In other words, covariant modules can be viewed as equivariant sheaves except that we include a bornology as extra information. The proof of of proposition 2.2 is sketched in [4] . The category of covariant modules is isomorphic to the category of nondegenerate Cov(G)-modules where Cov(G) = O G ⋊ G is the smooth crossed product of O G with respect to the adjoint action. In particular Cov(G) itself is a covariant module in a natural way. Every covariant module M is equipped with a natural automorphism T :
where we view an element of Cov(G) as a smooth function with compact support on G × G, the first variable corresponding to O G . To define the operator T for an arbitrary covariant module M one uses the canonical isomorphism Cov(G)⊗ Cov(G) M ∼ = M and applies the map T : Cov(G) → Cov(G) from above to the first tensor factor in Cov(G)⊗ Cov(G) M . In some situations we will have to look at the stalks of the sheaf underlying a covariant module. Let t ∈ G be a point and consider the ideal I t in O G of functions vanishing at t. Clearly I t is a prime ideal and hence we may consider the localisation M t of a covariant module M at I t . Since G is totally disconnected the space M t can be identified with M/I t M in a natural way. The localisation M t is no longer a covariant module in general, in addition to the natural O G -module structure we only have an action of the centralizer G t of the element t on M t . A basic observation is that a sequence 0 → K → E → Q → 0 of (fine) covariant modules is exact iff the localized sequences 0 → K t → E t → Q t → 0 are exact for all t ∈ G. Since the group G is a disjoint union of the open sets of elliptic and hyperbolic elements we can define two multipliers P ell and P hyp of the algebra O G as follows. The multiplier P ell is the characteristic function of the set G ell whereas P hyp = 1 − P ell is the characteristic function of G hyp . For every covariant module M we obtain a natural direct sum decomposition of covariant modules M = M ell ⊕ M hyp where M ell = P ell · M and M hyp = P hyp · M . We conclude this section with the construction of a canonical projection on the elliptic part M ell of an arbitrary covariant module M . Consider the operator T : M ell → M ell and let m ∈ M ell . By the definition of G ell and since M ell is a smooth representation there exists a natural number n such that T n (m) = m. We can thus write M ell as direct limit of the spaces M (n) consisting of all elements m such that T n (m) = m. Here the direct limit is taken over the natural numbers where by definition k ≤ l iff k divides l. We define a covariant map E :
This definition is compatible with the structure maps in the inductive limit and yields a covariant map E : M ell → M ell . Moreover the relation E 2 = E holds by construction. The map E is the natural projection onto the T -invariant elements in M ell .
Equivariant periodic cyclic homology
In this section we recall the definition of bivariant equivariant periodic cyclic homology HP G * (A, B) given in [19] . An important property of the construction is that the fundamental object in the theory, the equivariant Hodge tower θΩ G (A) of a G-algebra A is not a complex in the usual sense. In fact, the differential ∂ in θΩ G (A) fails to satisfy ∂ 2 = 0. First we have to discuss noncommutative equivariant differential forms. Let A be a G-algebra. The equivariant n-forms of A are defined by Ω
where Ω n (A) = A +⊗ A⊗ n and A + denotes the unitarization of A. The group G acts diagonally on Ω 
Moreover we have the equivariant Connes operator B :
It is straightforward to check that b and B are covariant maps. The natural symmetry operator T for covariant modules is of the form
One easily obtains the relations b 2 = 0, B 2 = 0 and Bb + bB = id −T for these operators. This shows that Ω G (A) is a paramixed complex in the following sense. The most important examples of paramixed complexes are bounded below in the sense that M n = 0 if n < N for some fixed N ∈ Z. In particular, the equivariant differential forms Ω G (A) of a G-algebra A satisfy this condition for N = 0. The Hodge filtration of a paramixed complex M of covariant modules is defined by
Clearly F n M is closed under the operators b and B. We write
for the nth layer of the Hodge filtration. If M is bounded below such that M n = 0 for n < 0 we define the nth level θ n M of the Hodge tower of M by
By definition, the Hodge tower of M is the projective system θM = (θ n M ) n∈N . We remark that the image of the Hochschild operator b is not closed in general. In this case the spaces F n M are possibly incomplete and L n M and θ n M may fail to be separated. However, in the examples that we will study the image of b is always closed and hence these problems do not show up. The spaces θ n M are equipped with the grading into even and odd forms and the differential ∂ = B + b. In this way the Hodge tower becomes a projective system of paracomplexes in the following sense. Chain maps of paracomplexes and homotopy equivalences are defined by the usual formulas. We will work with the following definition of equivariant periodic cyclic homology which is equivalent to the one given in [19] using X-complexes. 
To explain this definition we first remark that the G-algebra K G was defined in section 2. Secondly, the definition involves covariant maps between projective systems of covariant modules. Maps between projective systems are always understood in the sense
of pro-categories. Finally, we consider the usual differential for a Hom-complex given by
for a homogeneous element φ in order to define homology. This makes sense since the failure of the individual differentials in θΩ G (A⊗K G ) and θΩ G (B⊗K G ) to satisfy ∂ 2 = 0 is cancelled out by naturality of the operator T . According to the decomposition of a covariant module into an elliptic and a hyperbolic part discussed in section 2 we obtain a decomposition 
and accordingly for HP G * (A, B) hyp . As we shall see, and as it is familiar from the computation of the cyclic homology of group algebras, the elliptic and hyperbolic parts of equivariant cyclic homology behave differently. Let us have a closer look at the elliptic part and recall the definition of the projection E from section 2. Since the map E : θΩ G (A) ell → θΩ G (A) ell commutes with the boundary operators b and B we get a direct sum decomposition
of paracomplexes. Actually, EθΩ G (A) ell is an ordinary complex since T = id on this space.
is in the image of id −T . It follows that the map id −T :
ell is an isomorphism. Since id −T is homotopic to zero we conclude that (1 − E)θΩ G (A) ell is covariantly contractible.
Smooth functions on simplicial complexes
In this section we study smooth functions and smooth differential forms on simplicial complexes. First we have to fix some notation. We denote by ∆ k the k-dimensional standard simplex
in R k+1 . By construction ∆ k is contained in a unique k-dimensional affine subspace of R k+1 which will be denoted by A k . A function f : ∆ k → C is called smooth if it is the restriction of a smooth function on the affine space A k . To obtain an appropriate class of functions for our purposes we have to require conditions on the behaviour of such smooth functions near the boundary ∂∆ k of the simplex ∆ k . Roughly speaking, we shall consider only those functions which are constant in the direction orthogonal to the boundary in a neighborhood of ∂∆ k . Let us explain this precisely. We denote by ∂ i ∆ k the i-th face of the standard simplex consisting of all points (
To this hyperplane we associate the vector space V i which contains all vectors in R k that are orthogonal to
If we want to emphasize the particular neighborhood U i we also say that f is i-regular on U i . The function f is called regular if it is i-regular for all i = 0, . . . , k. We denote by C ∞ (∆ k ) the algebra of regular smooth functions on ∆ k . The idea behind these definitions is as follows. Let us denote by
the subalgebra consisting of those functions that vanish on the boundary We want to extend the definition of regular smooth functions to arbitrary simplicial complexes. A regular smooth function on a simplicial complex X is given by a family (f σ ) σ⊂X of regular smooth functions on the simplices of X which is compatible with restriction to faces in the obvious way. The function f is said to have compact support if only finitely many f σ in the corresponding family are different from zero. We denote by C ∞ c (X) the algebra of regular smooth functions with compact support on X. If the simplicial complex X is finite we simply write
Let us now describe the natural locally convex topology on the algebra C ∞ c (X) of regular smooth functions on the simplicial complex X. First we consider again the case
The collection of all such families is partially ordered where U ≺ V iff V j ⊂ U j for all j in the corresponding families. For a fam-
be the subalgebra of smooth functions which are i-regular on U i for all i. We equip C ∞ (∆ k , U) with the natural Fréchet topology of uniform convergence of all derivatives on
with the resulting inductive limit topology. In this way the algebra C ∞ (∆ k ) becomes a nuclear LF-algebra and the natural restriction homomorphism
associated to the inclusion of a face is continuous. In order to introduce a topology on
be the algebra of regular smooth functions with support in K. The algebra C ∞ K (X) is equipped with the subspace topology from the finite direct sum of algebras
is compatible with the topologies. Moreover C ∞ c (X) is the union over all finite subcomplexes K of the algebras C ∞ K (X). Hence we obtain a natural inductive limit topology on C ∞ c (X). We equip the algebra C ∞ c (X) with the associated precompact bornology (which is equal to the bounded bornology). In this way C ∞ c (X) becomes a complete bornological algebra. Let us have a closer look at the natural restriction homomorphism
kernel of this homomorphism which consists of all regular smooth functions on ∆
k that have compact support in the interior ∆ k \ ∂∆ k . Proposition 4.1. For all k the restriction homomorphism C ∞ (∆ k ) → C ∞ (∂∆ k ) has a
continuous linear splitting. Hence we obtain a linearly split extension
of complete bornological algebras.
Proof. By definition we have C ∞ (∂∆ 0 ) = 0 and hence the case k = 0 is trivial. 
It is clear that σ 1 is a continuous linear splitting for the restriction map. In order to treat the case k = 2 we first consider the corresponding lifting problem for a corner of ∆ 2 which can be formulated as follows. Let us write R + for the set of nonnegative real numbers. A corner of ∆ 2 can be viewed as a neighborhood of the point (0, 0) in R + × R + . Given smooth functions f 1 , f 2 : R + → C that are both constant in a neighborhood of 0 and satisfy f 1 (0) = f 2 (0) we want to construct a smooth function f :
for all x 1 , x 2 ∈ R + , b) the function f is constant in the transversal direction in a neighborhood of the boundary (R + × {0}) ∪ ({0} × R + ), c) f depends linearly and continuously on f 1 and f 2 .
In order to construct such a function we first extend f 1 and f 2 to smooth functions F 1 and F 2 on R + × R + by setting
Then we use polar coordinates (r, θ) in (R + × R + ) \ {(0, 0)} to define a smooth function g 1 by
where h is the function from above. We extend g 1 to R + ×R + by setting g 1 (0, 0) = 0. Moreover we define g 2 by g 2 = 1 − g 1 on (R + × R + ) \ {(0, 0)} and g 2 (0, 0) = 0. Remark that g 1 and g 2 are not continuous in (0, 0). We can now define the desired function f :
where δ is the characteristic function of the point (0, 0). The function f is smooth in (0, 0) since the assumptions on f 1 and f 2 imply that f is constant in a neighborhood of this point. Moreover it is easy to verify that f satisfies the conditions a), b) and c) above. Hence this construction solves the lifting problem for a corner of ∆ 2 . Now we want to show that the restriction map
has a continuous linear splitting. One can combine the functions g 0 and g 1 constructed above for the corners of ∆ 2 to obtain functions e j on ∆ 2 for j = 0, 1, 2 such that a) each e j is a regular smooth function on ∆ 2 except in the vertices where e j is zero, b) e j = 1 in the interior of ∂ j ∆ 2 and e j = 0 in the interior of ∂ i ∆ 2 for i = j, c) for each j there exists a neighborhood U j of the j-th vertex v j of ∆ 2 such that
i =j
holds on U j except in v j .
Now assume that a regular smooth function f = (f 0 , f 1 , f 2 ) on ∂∆ 2 is given where f i is defined on the face ∂ i ∆ 2 . The functions f i can be extended to i-regular smooth
Moreover let χ : ∆ 2 → C be the characteristic function of the set {v 0 , v 1 , v 2 } consisting of the three vertices of ∆ 2 . Using these functions we define
To avoid confusion we point out that f χ is the function which is equal to f in the vertices of ∆ 2 and extended by zero to the whole simplex. It is easy to see that the restriction of σ 2 (f ) to the boundary of ∆ 2 is equal to f . Using the fact that F i is i-regular one checks that σ 2 (f ) is a regular smooth function on ∆ 2 . Our construction yields a continuous linear map σ 2 :
which splits the natural restriction homomorphism. To prove the assertion for k > 2 one proceeds in a similar way as in the case k = 2. Essentially one has to combine the functions constructed above in an appropriate way. First we consider again the lifting problem for a corner of ∆ k . Such a corner can be viewed as a neighborhood of (0, . . . , 0) in (R + ) k . We are given smooth functions f 1 , . . . , f k : (R + ) k−1 which are transversally constant in a neighborhood of the boundary and satisfy certain compatibility conditions. The function f j is extended to a smooth function
where g 1 and g 2 are the functions from above. Each function g ij is smooth except in some k − 2-dimensional subspace inside the boundary and transversally constant in a neighborhood of the boundary. If we expand the product
we obtain a sum of functions which are smooth except in the boundary and transversally constant in a neighborhood of the boundary. Moreover these functions vanish in the interior of all faces except possibly one. Using the functions F j constructed before we can proceed as in the case k = 2 to solve the lifting problem for the k-dimensional corner. Since this is a straightforward but lengthy verification we omit the details. To treat the simplex ∆ k we construct functions e j for j = 0, . . . , k such that a) e j is regular smooth except in the (k − 2)-skeleton of ∆ k where e j = 0, b) e j = 1 in the interior of ∂ j ∆ k and e j = 0 in the interior of
Assume that a regular smooth function f = (f 0 , . . . , f k ) on ∂∆ k is given where f i is defined on the face ∂ i ∆ k . The function f i can be extended to an i-regular smooth function
Using the properties of the functions e j and the fact that F j is j-regular one checks that σ k (f ) is a regular smooth function. The restriction of σ k (f ) to ∂∆ k is equal to f . In this way we obtain a continuous linear splitting
. The kernel of this homomorphism will be denoted by
has a continuous linear splitting. Hence we obtain a linearly split extension
Proof. We construct a retraction ρ :
where
is the retraction obtained in proposition 4.1. It is easy to check that ρ η is continuous. The maps ρ σ assemble to yield a map
which is again continuous. Moreover by construction ρ is a retraction for the inclusion
. We say that a complete bornological algebra K has local units if for every small subset S ⊂ K there exists an element e ∈ K such that ex = xe = x for all x ∈ S. Clearly every unital complete bornological algebra has local units. In the bornological context the existence of local units has similar consequences as H-unitality [22] , [23] in the algebraic setting. Clearly a complete bornological algebra which has local units is in particular H-unital in the purely algebraic sense. The proof of excision in (algebraic) Hochschild homology for H-unital algebras can immediately be adapted to show that every extension
of complete bornological algebras with bounded linear splitting induces a long exact sequence in (bornological) Hochschild homology provided K has local units. A similar assertion holds for the homology with respect to the equivariant Hochschild boundary in the equivariant context. Proof. First recall that a simplicial complex X is called locally finite if every vertex of X is contained in only finitely many simplices of X. A simplicial complex is locally finite iff it is a locally compact space in the weak topology. The desired function e will be constructed inductively. On X 0 we define e(x) = 1 if x ∈ K 0 and e(x) = 0 otherwise. Assuming that e is constructed on X k−1 we essentially have to extend functions which are defined on the boundary of k-dimensional simplices to the whole simplices. If e is constant on the boundary we extend it to the whole simplex as a constant function. In general the extension can be done using the liftings for the restriction map 
be the space of smooth p-forms which are i-regular on U i for all i and equip this space with the natural Fréchet topology. We obtain a corresponding inductive limit topology on A p (∆ k ). Since one proceeds for an arbitrary simplicial complex X as in the case of functions we shall not work out the details. Most of the time we will not have to take into account the resulting bornology on A p c (X) in our considerations anyway. We will have to consider differential forms not only as globally defined objects but also from the point of view of sheaf theory. The regularity conditions for smooth differential forms on a simplicial complex X obviously make sense also for an open subset U of X. Hence we obtain in a natural way sheaves A 
is a resolution of the constant sheaf C X on X.
Proof. In this proof we will tacitly use some results from sheaf theory which can be found in [8] . Let us first show that the sheaves A p X are c-soft. Since the sheaves A p X are sheaves of modules for the sheaf of rings C ∞ X it suffices to show that C ∞ X is c-soft. Using the fact that a sheaf F on X is c-soft iff the restrictions F |K are soft for all compact subsets K ⊂ X we may assume that X is a finite complex. We have to show that the restriction map Γ(X, C ∞ X ) → Γ(K, C ∞ X ) is surjective for all closed subsets K ⊂ X. Given a regular smooth function f on K we shall construct a regular smooth function F : X → C which extends f . For x ∈ X 0 we put F (x) = f (x) if x ∈ K and F (x) = 0 otherwise. Now assume that F has been constructed on X k−1 . In order to extend F to X k we can consider each k-simplex of X separately. If σ is a k-simplex then F is already given on ∂σ by induction hypothesis and on the closed subset σ ∩ K by assumption. The resulting function can be extended to a smooth regular function in a small neigborhood U of ∂σ ∪ (σ ∩ K). We find a regular smooth function h on σ such that the support of h is contained in U and h = 1 on ∂σ ∪ (σ ∩ K). Using the function h we can extend F to the whole simplex σ. To show that the complex of sheaves A • X is a resolution of the constant sheaf on X we have to prove that the stalks (A • X ) x of this complex are resolutions of C for all x ∈ X. Each point x ∈ X is contained in X k \ X k−1 for some k and we find a k-dimensional simplex σ in X such that x is an element in the interior σ \ ∂σ of σ. From the definition of regular smooth differential forms we see that the stalks (A • X ) x depend only on the coordinates of σ. Hence we can identify these stalks in a natural way with stalks of the sheaves A • R k of smooth differential forms on k-dimensional Euclidean space. The Poincaré lemma yields the assertion. For technical reasons we need a slightly more general class of spaces in the sequel. Namely, we will consider closed subspaces of spaces of the form T × K where T is locally compact and totally disconnected and K is a locally finite simplicial complex. By definition, a regular smooth function f on the space T ×K is a function which can be written locally around any point as f (t, x) = F (x) for some regular smooth function F on K. 
Proof. The assertion concerning exactness can be proved as in proposition 4.4. It suffices to show that C ∞ T ×K is c-soft. Let A ⊂ T × K be a compact subset and let f be a regular smooth function on A. We have to construct a regular smooth function F on T × K which extends f . First choose open subsets U 1 , . . . , U n covering A with U i = V i × W i where V i ⊂ T is compact open and W i ⊂ K is open such that f can be extended to a regular smooth function on U = n i=1 U i which depends only on the K-variable on each U j . In order to extend f to T × K we proceed as follows. If we set V = n i=1 V i we find compact open subsets T i ⊂ V such that the restriction of the extended function f to T i × K ∩ U does not depend on the T -variable. Since the set T j × K ∩ A is compact the same is true for its projection K j = π K (T j × K ∩ A) to K. By hypothesis g j (x) = f (t, x) for (t, x) ∈ T j × K ∩ A yields a well-defined regular smooth function on K j . We use proposition 4.4 to extend g j to a regular smooth function G j on K. Setting F (t, x) = G j (x) for (t, x) ∈ T j × K we obtain a regular smooth function F on T j × K which restricts to f on T j × K ∩ A. Since T \ V ⊂ T is an open and closed subset we may set in addition F = 0 on (T \ V )× K to obtain the desired extension of f to a regular smooth function on T × K.
Bivariant equivariant cohomology
In this section we review the definition of bivariant equivariant cohomology given by Baum and Schneider [4] . Let G be a totally disconnected group. A locally compact G-space is a locally compact space X with a continuous action of G. To every locally compact G-space X we associate the Brylinski spacê X = {(t, x) ∈ G × X| t is elliptic and t · x = x} ⊂ G × X and the extended Brylinski spacē
Note that we haveX =X if the action of G on X is proper. If G is discrete we may viewX as the disjoint union of the fixed point sets X t = {x ∈ X| t · x = x} of elements t ∈ G of finite order. Similarly,X is the disjoint union of the fixed point sets X t of arbitrary elements t ∈ G in this case.
Lemma 5.1. Let G be a totally disconnected group and let X be a locally compact G-space. ThenX andX are closed subspaces of G × X.
Proof. Let µ : G × X → X × X be the map defined by µ(t, x) = (t · x, x). Then X = µ −1 (∆) is the preimage of the diagonal ∆ ⊂ X × X and hence closed. Since G ell is a closed subspace of G andX =X ∩(G ell ×X) it follows thatX is closed. There is a G-action on the (extended) Brylinski space of a locally compact G-space X given by the formula s · (t, x) = (sts −1 , s · x).
In this wayX andX become locally compact G-spaces. The spaceX will appear in the equivariant Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg theorem in section 6. For the remaining part of this section we will work only with the ordinary Brylinksi spaceX. Since the category Sh G (X) has enough injectives we can choose an injective resolution
of the constant sheaf CX in the category of equivariant sheaves onX. Consider the complex C The functor Ext G can be viewed as the Hom-functor in the derived category of fine covariant modules. In order to compute the right-hand side in definition 5.2 choose a complex I
• (Ŷ ) consisting of injective fine covariant modules together with a quasiisomorphism C
hence in order to calculate Ext G we have to compute the homology of a certain Hom-complex. Let us now specialize to group actions on simplicial complexes and give some more definitions.
Recall that a simplicial map between simplicial complexes X and Y is a continuous map f : X → Y such that the restriction of f to any simplex of X is an affine map into a simplex of Y . We say that the group G acts simplicially on X if every t ∈ G acts as a simplicial map. Let G be a totally disconnected group. Assume that G acts simplicially on a simplicial complex X. The action is called type-preserving if for each simplex σ of X the stabilizer G σ fixes the vertices of σ. In other words, an element of G which fixes a simplex actually acts trivially on this simplex. Passing to the barycentric subdivision one may always achieve that G acts type-preserving. The action of G is called smooth if all isotropy groups are open. Let us now specify the class of G-spaces we are mainly interested in. Note that every G-simplicial complex is a G-CW -complex. For the definition of a G-CW -complex we refer to [12] . If X is a G-simplicial complex the space X H of invariants with respect to a subgroup H ⊂ G is a subcomplex of X. The action of G on X is proper iff the stabilizer of every point is a compact open subgroup of G. Let X and Y be locally finite G-simplicial complexes. Our goal is to obtain a description of H n G (X, Y ) which is closer to the definition of equivariant cyclic homology. Due to lemma 5.1 the Brylinski spaceX is a closed subspace of G × X. Hence the formalism of regular smooth differential developped in section 4 may be applied tô X. According to proposition 4.5 we obtain a c-soft resolution
of the constant sheaf CX by regular smooth differential forms. This is a resolution in the category Sh G (X) of equivariant sheaves onX. We equip the spaces A 
which is natural with respect to equivariant proper simplicial maps in both variables.
Proof. This isomorphism follows from proposition 4.5 and the fact that Ext G does not distinguish between quasiisomorphic complexes. The assertion concerning naturality is clear. Now assume in addition that X is finite dimensional. Then the complex A • (X) consisting of projective fine covariant modules together with a quasiisomorphism p :
is the dimension ofX we can construct a natural projective resolution P
• (X) of A
• c (X) in such a way that we obtain a commutative diagram of the form
We may require in addition that P j (X) = EP j (X) for all j where E is the canonical projection on the elliptic part of a covariant module. This means in particular that the hyperbolic part of P j (X) is zero. In this case we call the projective resolution P
• (X) regular. Remark that T = id for the natural operator T on a regular projective resolution P
• (X). Let us view A • c (X) as a mixed complex by setting the Hochschild boundary equal to zero and letting B = d be the exterior differential. To this mixed complex we associate a tower of supercomplexes A c (X) = (A c (X) k ) as follows. We define
and equip this space with the ordinary grading into even and odd forms and differential
. Hence the tower of supercomplexes A c (X) is isomorphic to the constant supercomplex
In a similar way a regular projective resolution P
• c (X) satisfies the axioms of a mixed complex. Let us define a tower of supercomplexes P (X) = (P (X) k ) as follows. We set
Remark that for k ≥ D this becomes
Clearly we consider the grading into even and odd components on P (X) k and equip these spaces with the differential δ. Recall from [19] that a a covariant promodule is called relatively projective if it has the lifting property with respect to covariant maps between covariant pro-modules having a pro-linear section. Since the covariant modules P j (X) are projective for all j it is easy to see that the inverse system P (X) is relatively projective. The chain map p :
Proposition 5.5. Let X and Y be finite dimensional locally finite G-simplicial complexes. Then
where in the last expression we take homomorphisms in the pro-category pro(G-Mod) of covariant modules.
Proof. The component of degree n in Hom G (P
here a direct sum occurs because A
• c (Ŷ ) is a bounded complex. We deduce
and obtain natural maps
for all k ≥ dim(X). It is easy to check that each λ k is a chain map. Moreover the maps λ k are compatible with the projections in the first variable. The resulting map
is an isomorphism of complexes.
The equivariant Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg theorem
The algebra C ∞ c (X) of regular smooth functions on a G-simplicial complex X is a G-algebra in a natural way. In this section we identify the homology of Ω G (C ∞ c (X)) with respect to the equivariant Hochschild boundary. This will be an important ingredient in the proof of theorem 7.1 below.
Recall from section 5 the definition of the extended Brylinski spaceX. Let us view A c (X) as a (para-) mixed complex with b-boundary equal to zero and B-boundary equal to the exterior differential d. We define the equivariant Hochschild-KostantRosenberg map α :
where we recall that X t denotes the set of fixed points under the action of t.
Theorem 6.1. Let G be a totally disconnected group and let X be a G-simplicial complex. The equivariant Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg map
map of paramixed complexes and induces an isomorphism on the homology with respect to the Hochschild boundary.
Proof. Let us first show that α is a map of paramixed complexes. We compute
where we use (t −1 · a n )(x) = a n (t · x) = a n (x) for all x ∈ X t . Moreover we have
and hence α commutes with the boundary operators as claimed.
In order to show that α induces an isomorphism in homology it suffices to prove that the localized maps
are quasiisomorphisms for all t ∈ G. Let us consider the case that X is an equivariant simplex. By definition, an equivariant simplex is a space of the form X = G/H × ∆ k where H is an open subgroup of G and the action on G/H is given by translation. The boundary ∂X of X is defined by ∂X = G/H × ∂∆ k . Recall from section 4 that C ∞ c (X, ∂X) denotes the kernel the restriction map
The localized equivariant Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg map restricts to a chain map
Let us specialize further to the case G = Z and t = 1. We write
1 for the action of 1 ∈ Z is empty for n = 0 or n > 1. 
is a quasiisomorphism. b) For n = 0 and n > 1 the homology of
with respect to the equivariant Hochschild boundary is trivial.
Proof. a) By definition we have ∆ k [1] = ∆ k and the action is trivial. The algebra
1 ) consists of differential forms with compact support on ∆ k \ ∂∆ k . Hence the assertion follows from the ordinary Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg theorem [9] , [17] . b) Let n = 0 or n > 1 and let B be any unital complete bornological algebra. We equip B with the trivial Z-action and consider the Z-algebra C c (Z/nZ)⊗B. An element of this algebra can be written as a linear combination of elements x[i] where x[i] ∈ C c (Z/nZ)⊗B for i ∈ Z/nZ denotes the characteristic function located in i with value x ∈ B. We view the localized Hochschild complex Ω Z (C c (Z/nZ)⊗B) 1 as a double complex with two columns. This corresponds to the natural decomposition
of the space of equivariant differential forms of a G-algebra C. Since B is unital the algebra C c (Z/nZ)⊗B has local units. Consequently, the natural inclusion of the first column of Ω Z (C c (Z/nZ)⊗B) 1 into the total complex induces an isomorphism in homology. Let us construct a contracting homotopy h for the first column of Ω Z (C c (Z/nZ)⊗B) 1 as follows. We define
An easy calculation shows that h is indeed a contracting homotopy. Hence the complexes Ω Z (C c (Z/nZ)⊗B) 1 are acyclic for n = 0 or n > 1. Due to proposition 4.2 we have an extension of Z-algebras with bounded linear splitting
The algebras
) has local units we obtain a long exact sequence in homology showing that
1 is acyclic as well. This yields the claim. Let us come back to the localized Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg map for arbitrary G and t and an equivariant simplex X = G/H × ∆ k . We extend proposition 6.2 to this situation as follows. There is a canonical group homomorphism Z → G which maps 1 to t and we may view X = G/H × ∆ k as a Z-space in this way. Clearly the localized complexes Ω G (C ∞ c (X, ∂X)) t and Ω Z (C ∞ c (X, ∂X)) 1 are isomorphic since the equivariant Hochschild boundary in Ω G (C ∞ c (X, ∂X)) t only depends on the action of t. Viewed as a Z-space, X can be written as disjoint union
for some index set J where ∆ k [n] = Z/nZ × ∆ k as before. In this decomposition the spaces ∆ k [n] may appear with multiplicity. Let us determine how α t : Ω Z (C ∞ c (X, ∂X)) t → A c (X t , ∂X t ) can be described in terms of the spaces ∆ k [n j ]. On the right hand side the decomposition of X induces a direct sum decomposition
Moreover we have an isomorphism
of Z-algebras and a natural inclusion of complexes ι :
on the left hand side. It follows from the existence of local units and an inductive limit argument that the map ι is a quasiisomorphism with respect to the Hochschild boundary.
Hence, up to quasiisomorphism, the map α t can be decomposed as a direct sum of maps
. We apply proposition 6.2 and obtain the following statement. 
is a quasiisomorphism.
Let us now finish the proof of theorem 6.1. First we assume that the G-simplicial complex X is finite dimensional and use induction on the dimension of X. If dim(X) = 0 the space X is a disjoint union of homogenous spaces G/H. As above it suffices to consider a single equivariant simplex X = G/H. Since we have C ∞ c (X) = C ∞ c (X, ∂X) in this case the assertion follows from proposition 6.3. Assume that dim(X) = k and that the assertion is proved for all G-simplicial complexes of dimension k − 1. We consider the commutative diagram
where X k−1 denotes the k − 1-skeleton of X. The algebra C 
is a quasiisomorphism as well. For an arbitrary G-simplicial complex X we take the inductive limit over all finite dimensional subcomplexes in order to obtain the assertion. This completes the proof of theorem 6.1.
The comparison theorem
In this section we prove the following theorem which describes the relation between equivariant periodic cyclic homology and bivariant equivariant cohomology in the sense of Baum and Schneider. with an auxiliary bivariant theory h G * under the assumptions of the theorem. We denote by Fine the natural forgetful functor on covariant modules which changes the bornology to the fine bornology. The functor Fine is extended to the category pro(G-Mod) in the obvious way. With this notation we define the bivariant theory h G * (A, B) for G-algebras A and B by h
Even if the action on X is not proper the elliptic part of HP
). This definition is identical to the definition of HP G * except that we do not require the covariant maps in the Hom-complex to be bounded. Evidently h G * shares many properties with HP G * . For our purposes it is important that h G * satisfies excision in both variables. This follows immediately from the generalized excision theorem in equivariant periodic cyclic homology [19] . Moreover there is an obvious composition product for h 
Proof. We use induction on the dimension of X. For dim(X) = 0 the algebra C ∞ c (X) is equipped with the fine bornology and θΩ G (C ∞ c (X)⊗K G ) is a projective system of fine spaces. Hence the complexes used in the definition of HP G * and h G * are equal and v is clearly an isomorphism in this case. Now assume that the assertion is true for all G-simplicial complexes of dimension smaller than k and that dim(X) = k. Due to proposition 4.2 we have a linearly split extension of G-algebras of the form
where each σ j = G/H j × ∆ k is an equivariant simplex. Using the six-term exact sequences for HP G * and h G * obtained from the excision theorem it suffices to show that v : HP
is an isomorphism. Applying excision again we see that in both theories HP G * and h G * the G-algebras j∈J C ∞ c (σ j , ∂σ j ) and j∈J C c (G/H j ) are equivalent. Since v is compatible with products the assertion follows now from the case dim(X) = 0 which we have already proved. 
This isomorphism is natural with respect to equivariant proper simplicial maps in both variables.
We come to the next ingredient in the proof of theorem 7.1. For an arbitrary G-algebra B one defines a map tr :
It is straightforward to check that tr is a map of paramixed complexes. Proof. Consider the natural commutative diagram
of complexes. According to proposition 4.3 the algebra C ∞ c (X) has local units. The same is true for C ∞ c (X)⊗K G . Hence the horizontal maps induce long exact sequences in homology. Proposition 16.2 in [19] shows that tr :
is a linear homotopy equivalence for every unital G-algebra B. We deduce that the middle and right vertical arrows induce isomorphisms in homology. Consequently, the left vertical arrow induces an isomorphism in homology as well. Let X be a G-simplicial complex. In section 6 we have studied the equivariant Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg map Ω G (C ∞ c (X)) → A c (X). We compose this map with the projection onto the elliptic part of A c (X) to obtain a map
By construction, the hyperbolic part of Ω G (C ∞ c (X)) is mapped to zero under this map. Let us define a covariant map q :
) with the map α. Now let Q be any relatively projective paracomplex of fine covariant pro-modules. Composition with q yields a map
Moreover, as explained in section 5, we choose a regular projective resolution P
• (X) of A • c (X) as above and let P (X) be the associated supercomplex. Composition with the chain map p : P (X) → A c (X) yields a map
Remark that the Hom-complexes occuring in the definition of f and g are in fact complexes since all entries are paracomplexes of covariant pro-modules. Proof. We shall treat the elliptic and the hyperbolic parts separately. Let us ab-
First we consider the elliptic part. According to proposition 7.4 and theorem 6.1 the restriction to the elliptic part of the map q defined above induces a quasiisomorphism Ω G (X) ell → A c (X) on the homology with respect to the Hochschild boundary. Moreover the natural projection E on the elliptic part of covariant modules introduced in section 2 preserves linearly split exact sequences of covariant modules. In particular we obtain a quasiisomorphism EΩ G (X) ell → EA c (X) = A c (X) which will be denoted by q again. Since T = id on EΩ G (X) ell and A c (X) the map q is in fact a map between ordinary mixed complexes. Recall from section 3that we write
for the subquotients of the Hodge filtration of a (para-) mixed complex M . The map q induces chain maps
Since q is a quasiisomorphism with respect to the Hochschild boundary it follows easily that these maps are quasiisomorphism of supercomplexes. In particular the corresponding mapping cones are acyclic. We need the following two auxiliary results. 
Proof. By assumption the differential ∂ 1 in C φ has the form
Lemma 7.7. Let Q be a relatively projective paracomplex of fine covariant promodules and let φ : Q → C be a covariant chain map where C is a constant and acyclic supercomplex. Moreover assume that C 0 admits a direct sum decomposi-
Proof. The map φ 0 : Q 0 → C 0 = K ⊕ R may be written as φ 0 = k ⊕ r. Since ∂ 1 : C 1 → K is a surjection we find a covariant map s : Q 0 → C 1 such that ∂ 1 s = k. Hence we may assume without loss of generality that k = 0. Now since φ is a chain map and the image of ∂ 1 φ 1 is contained in K we deduce ∂ 1 φ 1 = 0. Since C is exact we have im(φ 1 ) ⊂ ker(∂ 1 ) = im(∂ 0 ). We may thus construct a map h : Q 1 → C 0 such that ∂ 0 h = φ 1 . Furthermore we may assume that h factorizes over R, that is, h : Q 1 → R → C 0 . Hence, up to chain homotopy, the map φ satisfies φ 1 = 0 and k = 0 in φ 0 = k ⊕ r. Since φ is a chain map we now have 0 = ∂ 0 φ 0 = ∂ 0 r. But ∂ 0 restricted to R is an injection since ker(∂ 0 ) = K. This implies φ 0 = 0 and hence our original map φ is homotopic to zero. Since we have explicitly shown that any chain map φ : Q → C is homotopic to zero we obtain H 0 (Hom G (Q, C)) = 0. By reindexing Q we deduce in the same way that H 1 (Hom G (Q, C)) = 0. This finishes the proof. After possibly reindexing, the map
It follows that the map f : H * (Hom G (Q hyp , Fine(θΩ G (X)) hyp )) → H * (Hom G (Q hyp , A c (X) hyp ))
is an isomorphism because both sides are zero. This shows that f is an isomorphism on the hyperbolic part. The assumption on X being proper was only used to prove the isomorphism of the hyperbolic parts in proposition 7.5. Hence we obtain the following general statement for the elliptic part.
Proposition 7.9. Let X be any finite dimensional locally finite G-simplicial complex. Then the restriction of the map f to the elliptic part is an isomorphism.
Now we study the map g from above.
Proposition 7.10. The map g is an isomorphism for any finite dimensional locally finite G-simplicial complex X.
Proof. Recall from section 5 that P (X) can be viewed as an unbounded mixed complex with b-boundary equal to zero and B-boundary equal to the differential δ. By definition, the supercomplex P (X) is the projective system of supercomplexes ξP (X) = (ξ n P (X)) given by ξ n P (X) = P (X) −(n+1) /BP (X) −(n+2) ⊕ n i=−n P (X) i ⊕ B(P (X) i ).
Since P (X) is bounded above in the sense that P (X) n = 0 for n > D = dim(X) we obtain
for n > D. We define the Hodge filtration F j of ξ n P (X) for n > D by F j ξ n P (X) = P (X) −(n+1) /B(P (X) −(n+2) ) ⊕ j i=−n P (X) i ⊕ B(P (X) j ).
Hence F j ξ n P (X) is a finite increasing filtration such that F −(n+2) ξ n P (X) = 0 and F n ξ n P (X) = ξ n P (X). If we proceed in the same way for A c (X) we see that the map p : P • (X) → A
• c (X) induces chain maps ξ n P (X) → ξ n A c (X) which are compatible with the filtrations. By construction, the map p is a quasiisomorphism with respect to the boundary B. If we denote again by L j the subquotients of the Hodge filtration it follows that p : L j ξ n P (X) → L j ξ n A c (X) is a quasiisomorphism for each j and n > D. Hence the corresponding mapping cone C j is acyclic. Since Q is relatively projective we see in the same way as in the proof of proposition 7.5 that the map H * (Hom G (Q, ξ n P (X))) → H * (Hom G (Q, ξ n A c (X)))
is an isomorphism for n > D.
For an unbounded mixed complex M we set M n = Hom G (Q, ξ n M ). Since for M = P (X) and M = A c (X) the projective system ξM = (ξ n M ) n∈N is isomorphic to the projective systems (ξ n M ) n>D we obtain as in the proof of proposition 7.5 long exact sequences
.
of fixed point sets we see that one obtains a contravariant functor from Or(G, F ) to the category of CW -complexes which associates to G/H the fixed point set X H . Composition with the covariant functor from CW -complexes to chain complexes which associates to a CW -complex Y the cellular chain complex C * (Y ) with complex coefficients yields a contravariant Or(G, F )-chain complex C Or(G,F ) * (X). Next we define a covariant Or(G, F )-vector space R q as follows. For a compact open subgroup H of G set R q (G/H) = K q (C * (H)) ⊗ Z C where K * denotes topological K-theory and C * (H) is the group C * -algebra of H. Note that K 0 (C * (H)) = R(H) is the representation ring of H and K 1 (C * (H)) = 0. For a compact totally disconnected group H the character map induces an isomorphism
where R(H) is the ring of conjugation invariant smooth functions on H.
We define a chain complex C Next we recall the definition of cosheaf homology. Let X be a simplicial complex. We view X as a category whose objects are the simplices of X and whose morphisms are inclusions of simplices. A cosheaf A on X is a contravariant functor from X to the category of complex vector spaces. More concretely, a cosheaf A is specified by vector spaces A(σ) for every simplex σ ⊂ X and linear maps α Now let G be a totally disconnected group and let X be a proper G-simplicial complex. We are interested in the following cosheaf R X on X. For a simplex σ ⊂ X we define R X (σ) = R(G σ ) ⊗ Z C ∼ = R(G σ ) where G σ denotes the stabilizer of σ. If η ⊂ σ is a face the map ι η σ : R(G σ ) → R(G η ) is given by induction. Let us define a complex S * (X; R X ) as follows. We set S n (X; R X ) = dim(σ)=n
where the sum is taken over all oriented simplices of X and f [σ] is our notation for f ∈ R X (σ) viewed as element in the summand corresponding to σ. Moreover −σ denotes the oriented simplex σ equipped with the opposite orientation. The boundary ∂ : S n (X; R X ) → S n−1 (X; R X ) is defined by The group G acts on S * (X; R X ) in a natural way. We let S G * (X; R X ) denote the complex of coinvariants obtained from S * (X; R X ).
